
SHOULD SMOKING BE BANNED COMPLETELY

Express your thoughts on completely outlawing smoking. Discover the viewpoints of members in your community about
smoking bans.

That has been the argument of the industry for decades; bans are ridiculed as impractical or tyrannical. People
only start smoking when in their teens so we are allowing an industry to promote an addictive poison for our
teenagers which will cost them a huge sum of money over the course of their lives and almost certainly kill
them in one way or another. With these negative effects cigarettes have on both the smokers and people
around them, there is need for governments to set up law that prohibit people from smoking in the public.
KRON4 reports: Creagan dismisses the argument that his proposal would take away a smoker's civil liberty,
saying it is something the tobacco industry has long cited. Creagan plans to roll out the ban in phases so the
state can reallocated tax revenue to account for its losses from cigarette sales. Children, whose parents
consistently smoke at home, have high chances of developing respiratory complications and diseases. Luke,
UK Excessive legislation is becoming the new English disease Al, UK It doesn't surprise me that banning
smoking is the next item on the prohibitive society's agenda. And if we ban smoking it will at least help the
beginners get rid of from it. Effects of cigarette smoking on reproduction. More over government is getting
huge revenue by this, once government banned smoking Indian economy will get imbalance this will cause a
huge damage to the government by this every individual will have to suffer instead of banning smoking
government should give the awareness to the people by consuming smoking how much damage your body
getting how people suffer by Illness by preparing some documentary films. Because smoking is kill a person
within short period of time or infected some health problems long time. The result: American submarines were
not smoke-free until  Complete ban is not possible as levying restrictions may result in people resorting to
drugs, which is again a headache for government as even students are addicts. So smoking has become a
serious problem for those people also who do not smoke but live in the vicinity of smokers. What should we
ban next, alcohol, cars, dangerous sports, fast food? At last, I would like to conclude that it should not be
banned but awareness about its consumption and harmful effects should be increased so that people must think
about themselves and their family before smoking. Smoking is not a recreational drug, and abolishing
cigarettes would therefore enlarge rather than restrict human liberties. So, what measures can we adopt? The
Government needs to start with wide-spread awareness campaigns and distribution of addiction replacing
adhesives. Or for more frequent renewal of the air in the cabin during long flights? A new prohibition? If
someone is dumb enough to smoke then they deserve all that they get. People have choices and it is as wrong
to ban smoking as it is for non-smokers to inhale smoke.


